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The purpose of this thesis is to study and investigate one department of a SME -active in
technical documentation at railway industry-on the challenges of applying and implementing
some strategic management tools on its organization. To understand these challenges, a
business planning process has been designed, implemented and documented during the thesis.
This process has given the author the ability to answer the research question based on limited
experience from this especial case study. However finding of this thesis can be an initial step
to study the issue deeper with a group of different case studies to reach general findings.

The result from this study provided some starting points to research about reasons why
SMEs have such high risks of failure in the initial years of their establishment. On this
especial case study, challenges were about two main issue.
1. The process of using strategic management tools were not rather a simple collection of

strategic information but a complicated process of defining, answering and deciding
serious strategic questions.

2. Lack of an independent organization inside the SME company in which the only
responsibility is to ensure that strategies are being implemented on all levels. This can be
an extra burden on the executive management team since they are dealing with everyday
tasks related to everyday operations and could damage the task of ensuring that strategy
is being fully implemented.
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The thesis act as an initial investigation and further investigations must be applied on big
diverse groups of case studies to reach to general finding which can be applied and benefited
by industry.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Thesis Introduction

SME’s (Small and medium enterprises) play a very important role in economy of every
country. Naturally, most businesses even the biggest companies in the world have started
their business as small sized enterprises developed by individuals. SME’s have taken a high
share of 92.1% businesses among all business in Europe while providing more than two third
of employment opportunities by private sector in 2010. Also 58.4% of the total gross value
added (GVA) produced by private business in EU in 2010 was accounted by SMEs. (Paul
Wymenga, 2011) Logically, most of SMEs have started their life as very small organizations
consisting of very few employees.

European Union has pushed to spread a unique SME definition in all member state.
The current classification of SME size based on employee number and turnover criteria is
showning table 1. (Lukacs, 2005)

Enterprise category Headcount Turnover or balance sheet total
Micro Less than 10 Less than 2 million euro
Small Between 10 and 49 10 million euro to 49 million

Medium Between 50 and 250 50 million euro and up
Table 1. Enterprise categories in EU

This thesis wants to investigate on how to use and apply strategic management tools on a
SME. For this purpose, a case study which is an SME active in technical documentation area
have been chosen.

It is interesting to know more than half of newly established SMEs will disappear in the first
five years. (K.Mason, 2009) This shows of a need for the planning and defining business model
and strategy of these firms in the right way. A strong positive relationship between the
success of SMEs and the degree of long-term planning has been investigated in former
literature. (Peel & Bridge, 1988) However, other literatures suggest the theories and
frameworks of strategic planning as well as tools of analysis largely remain in the domain of
academics and observers. They conclude that it is certainly true in context of SMEs and, to a
lesser extent, in larger organizations. (Stonehouse & Pemberton, 2002) (Beaver, 2003).

Applying strategic management tools on a case study can be a way to understand main
challenges for this work. Analyzing these challenges can help academic world find the reasons
why other SMEs don’t use or are inefficient in using these tools. The summary of explanation
above has been shown in figure 1.
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Figure 1. Enterprise categories in EU

Importance of the solution.

1. It can help 92% of business in Europe improve their
operations by efficiently using management tools.

2.It can rescue SMEs who disappear in the first five years of
their life which is a great help to solve the unemployment
issue

1.Applies strategic management tools on an SME as case
study.

2.Reports on challenges and difficulties faced on the
application process

How can it help to solve the problem?

1.It can list some of the challenges arose during management
tools application on SMEs

2. It can help other academic studies on designing a general
framework for applying management tools on SMEs.

Problem

1.More than half of SMEs disappear in the first five years.

2.Strategic planning and management analysis tools remain
in the domain of academics and observers in case of SMEs.
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1.2. Case study introduction
The SME chosen as the case study is a consulting firm active B2B services. Currently, it offers
services in three areas of ERTMS, Test and verification and Technical documentation.
One practical notion about future which was mentioned during first meetings and was
focused was related to changing company’s business from current consult oriented condition
to a more service oriented one. Currently, organization can offer consult in three different
areas. Most of the customers the organization has are a customer for one service or maximum
two. These customers don’t give their whole project to us but rather some parts of it and
use our service as consulting but not the performer of the whole project. The management
thinks of a future where they can perform all three of our services for the customers and
based on this, we can take the whole project.
The following figure is a schematic view of this vision.

Figure 2: Schematic presentation of management team’s vision about future
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1.3. Research questions
Since this research is being done for practical reasons and is based on requirements by the
case study, this thesis will try to answer two types of question and goals. First types are
theoretic questions in which their answer is more important from an academic point of view.
Second types of questions are practical questions. The answer for these questions is more
important for the industry. However, it must be mentioned that these questions are not
separate from each other and answering one category requires answers of the other category
and vice versa.

1.3.1. Theoretic questions
A. How can business model canvas help an organization to expand a new business area

aside former business areas and how can it help to find synergies with them?
B. What problems and challenges were faced during implementation of strategic

management tools in this case study SME?

1.3.2. Practical goals
A. Preparing a market analysis in the area of technical documentation
B. Clear identification of the value network and identifying stakeholders in the business

environment of technical documentation
C. Detailed analysis of these stakeholders (Issues including how they work, what they

exchange for services and so on…)
D. Identifying potential areas of growth and opportunities in the technical documentation

area
E. Defining operation and marketing strategies in order to define the right direction for the

organization

1.4. Delimitations
 This study has been done on a single SME specialized in service industry. So the results

are not generalizable to other kinds of SMEs.
 The study only includes the service of technical documentation as an outsourced

service.
 The results of this study are a business plan and a business model, however, execution

of these plans is out of scope of this study.
 Although different customer sectors have been consulted during this study, a
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Comprehensive and full market research is out of the scope of this study.

 Most of the information gathering of this thesis is done based on interviews.
Interpreting results of these interviews is something based on individual thinking and
might be prone to mistakes.
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1.5. Thesis Organization:
After designing the plan, practical research about it will start by interviews with experts in the
documentation area and company personals with two objectives.

A. A capacity analysis on Stockholmskonsulterna
B. An investigation on the documentation and information management area

Next information gathering source will be documentation users in order to understand market
requirements and challenges. Based on these two sources of information and prior academic
research in this area, a supply network model will be presented and based on that, business
opportunities for an SME active in documentation management will be investigated. A business
model will be achieved from this.

Figure 3: Thesis structure
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2. Methodology
This chapter presents the research approach chosen for this master’s thesis. The scientific
method includes important criteria and thesis phases, the practical method and plan used while
conducting the thesis.

2.1. Overall approach

When writing research papers, a methodological distinction is often made between an inductive
and deductive approach. These approaches indicate on the correlation between theory and
empirical data. (Lindfors, 1993)

A deductive approach starts from a hypothesis or validated theories and experiments based
on them to check if the results coincides with the hypothesis. An inductive research approach
on the other hand, starts from imperative data collection in which the data is interpreted and
analyzed in order to generate a valid theory.

The research approach of this master’s thesis has an inductive nature. The author will start
investigate the business environment in order to find data relevant to thesis goals and
objectives.

This methodology can be classified as Exploratory in the sense that it will interview different
stakeholders of technical documentation service to understand their interest and
requirements toward this service. Interviews will also try to explore effects of different
business models of the SME on the business of the stakeholders including customers. (Alvesson
& Sköldberg, 2008)

The main information source will be interviews with stakeholders on documentation. The
stakeholders include documentation experts and documentation users.

This thesis has two main parts. One part is the practical part which is to use business planning
tools on the case study and reach the practical goal. The other part is to answer academic and
research questions associated. In order to get a comprehensive answer for the research
questions, part one has to be performed and different points regarding research questions
will be recorded and studied considering the literature around them. However,
comprehensive and structured answer regarding these research questions will be performed
after the practical goals are reached and it is possible to have a full review of whole experience.

The purpose of this thesis is to analyze and design a business plan for a case study which is an
SME active in consulting services in the area of Technical documentation. While designing the
business plan, the author will analyze challenges which are phased during planning and
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investigate reasons for them.

This purpose can be classified as Exploratory in the sense that it will do interviews among
different stakeholders of technical documentation service to understand their interest and
requirements toward this service. Interviews will also try to explore effects of different
business models of the SME on the business of the stakeholders including customers.

2.2. Interviews
Two types of interviews were performed during this thesis. The first part were interviews related to
internal capacities inside the case study organization. The interviewee was an internal human resource
inside Stockholmskonsulterna in this case.

The second type were interviews which were conducted for market analysis purposes. The interviewee in
this case was a personnel on documentation section of dominant companies in market. The interviewees
and their brand name will stay anonymous.

Interview questions are presented in the results section. It must be mentioned that all interviews were
organized in sessions of one hour time. All of them except two interviews from the second type were
performed face two face. The two exceptions were done as telephone interviews.

2.3. Research process
The practical research process has been designed based on guideline provided by Cole
Ehmke and Jay Akridge. (Ehmke & Akridge, 2007)

In one view the method that we will use is comprised of three different phases:

A. Analysis of the organization, market and business environment to recognize Strengths
and weaknesses in the organization and address threats and opportunities in the market.
Other stakeholders and key players in the business environment must also be
distinguished in order to have a better understanding of the business.

B. Defining how Stockholmskonsulterna’s business system must look in short and long
term future. This depends on many factors including market trends, business
environments, company’s mission statement, its values, vision and many other factors.
Some of this information can be taken from first part, some are already decided by the
company and some have to be figured out during this part.
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C. Analyzing and investigating the gap between current system and desired one. Based on
results of this analysis, action plans will be designed to fill these gaps. This action plan
regards companie’s actions and strategies in short and long term. Different measurable
objectives must be defined in order to appraise company’s performance in different
periods and compare it with desired one.

Academic literature and articles have to be used along with practical management
methods during doing of these points.

Six steps have been assumed for the creation of this plan which includes:

A. Business description
B. Market analysis
C. Competitor assessment
D. Marketing and operation plan
E. Financial plan
F. Executive summary

These steps are not isolated from each other and there might be moving back from one
step to other steps. The nature of this project is very dynamics so some assumptions or
analysis might change during the project so the plan must also be flexible to change.

The following is a very short description of every step.

Figure 4
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2.3.1. Business description

For the author as someone new to the organization, understanding the current business was
necessary and some time. Some important issues in this steps were:

A. Defining the purpose of the company and the mission statement
B. Business overview
C. Reviewing different services of the company with a focus on technical documentation

Meetings and interviews with organization staff was an important way of gathering
information in this step. Other sources of information were reviewing the past projects and
studying the documents related to business process of them. Analysis of this information was
also important.

Analyzing current environment of business is another part of this step. Different
stakeholders in every service area of the organization will be described. Relations between
different stakeholders and the organization have to be defined. This image of the
organization and other stakeholders in the business environment can help a lot in future
steps.

2.3.2. Market description
Two kinds of information were assessed in this step.

A. Market characteristics
B. Target customer profiles

At the end of this stage, information regarding needed services in the market were
revealed. It must be revealed what kinds of customers need Sthk’s services. How and why they
choose the case study, how big are they and in which direction their needs are changing.

A list of potential areas, their required service and their importance to
stockholmskonsulterna was the other output of the company.

Finding out whom our customers are, profiling them, assessing their strengths and
weaknesses compared to us. Based on information from second step regarding customer
needs, actions of competitors and us for satisfying those needs will be compared.
Competitor’s competitive advantages in different areas will also be discussed.
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Some examples of information regarding competitors that will gather in this stage include:

Market share, relationship with customers, advertising plan, price, service features and length
of time in business

2.3.3. Operation plan
This step is to define organization’s strategies and is very important. Here, we must define
how the organization must change itself to fit the needs of the market. Before starting it,
we must define what range of customers we plan to serve and what range of services we
want to give them. For this, we must decide about our core success factors and competitive
advantages. All the information from previous steps will be used here. Some issues which
are decided about in this step include:

A. Business process of services and consulting activities
B. Pricing
C. Staffing decisions
D. Advertising and methods to communicate with customers
E. Strategies in different operations

2.3.4. Financial plan
This step is to evaluate the plan from a financial point of view and study the amount of
potential investment required for the plan. The investment returning period can also be
addressed during this step.
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2.3.5. Executive summary
This section is to part to highlight the important aspects of the plan. These highlights
include:

A. Our mission and goals
B. Business process of services
C. Market and its potentials
D. Market plan
E. Key elements of our strategies for operations
F. Return of investment

3. Frame of reference
In this section, the theoretical background related to the process of defining a business plan and
strategic organization of an SME will be presented.

3.1. Business model Canvas
The Canvas business modeling tool has been developed by Alexander Osterwalder.
(Osterwalder & Pigneur, 2009). Canvas business model seems a very good tool to analyze
business models of different firms or to help the process of designing a business model. The
tools are based on discussing and analyzing nine important elements of every business. Here
comes the explanation:

A. Customer segment: The customer segment building block defines the different groups of
people or organizations an enterprise aims to reach and serve.

B. Value propositions: The value proposition building block describes the bundle of products
and services that create value for a specific customer segments.

C. Channels: The channels building block describes how a company communicates with and
reaches its customer segments to deliver a value proposition.

D. Customer relationships: The customer relationship building block describes the kind of
relationships a company establishes with specific customer segments.

E. Revenue streams: The revenue stream building block represents the cash a company
generates from each customer segment.(cost must be subtracted from revenues to create
earnings)
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F. Key resources: The key resources building block describes the most important assets
required to make a business model work.

G. Key activities: The key activities building block describes the most important things a
company must do to make its business model work.

H. Key partnerships: The key partnership building block describes the network of suppliers
and partners that make the business model work.

I. Cost structure: The cost structure describes all costs incurred to operate a business mode.
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3.2. SWOT
SWOT or Strengths, Weakness, Opportunities, and Threats, has been a favourable tool for
both academicians and researchers during recent years.

SWOT analysis was described by Learned et all(1969) in an academic paper, however there
has been different discussions regarding its origin.

It has been discussed that SWOT is a very straightforward tool due to its simplicity and ease in
usage and has been used more than any strategic planning tool in the UK. (Panagiotou, 2003)

However, it has also been discussed that SWOT frameworks output is an incomplete answer
to both academicians and practitioners .(Novicevic et all, 2004)

No academic literature have been found regarding the performance and affectivity of SWOT
analysis compared to company size. This could be interesting for this thesis in the sense that
possible researches could give guidelines on the differences for implementing this tool at a
small sized company compared to bigger ones.

Figure 5
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Elements of the SWOT table is filled based on a brainstorming session with two management
board members with the duration of one hour.

3.3. Relation between use of strategic management tool and SME success rate
As mentioned in the introduction part, application of strategic management tools and their
efficiency in SMEs have been an area of discussion between academicians.

Husband and Mandal(1999) have investigated applicability of different strategic quality
management tools in Australian SMEs and have compared these tools with each other. After
analysing results about lack of appropriate usage of these tools on Australian SMEs, they have
concluded that cited impediments of cost, time and their impacts do not explain why SMEs
have not adopted quality methods at any level. However issues like lack of understanding and
poor implementation of these methods was a visible factor on SMEs which didn’t use these
management methods.

Academicians consider the process of implementation of strategic management tools to an
SME very important. This process is important since the right method of implementation can
prohibit the future failure of these methods. Chastons(1992) has classified the process of using
a business tools with the following questions.

A. What is desired to be achieved?
B. What the current situation is.
C. The nature of the ‘’provision gap’’ between desired and actual achievements
D. A revised strategy to close the provision gap
E. Design a program to fulfil the specified strategy
F. Programme implementation and systems for impact evaluation

Use of any strategic management tool must be addressed and justified only if it can be used
to answer and satisfy the following questions.

It must note that strategic management tools must serve the strategic decision making
process. Literature shows different in this process between smaller and larger firms. For
example Jocumsen(2002) in an study on 32 Australian SMEs concluded that strategic decision
making has a simpler process in smaller firms. He has presented a model of this process on
this work. (Figure 6)
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3.4. Technical documentation
As companies get bigger and become more complex, the need for communication between
different sections increases. There is the same requirement for the communication between
end customer and the organization. Documenting technical knowledge and information
management has a big part in this process. As Richard Hamilton puts it, the right
documentation in the right form can make the difference between a product that works
and one that does not. (L.Hamilton, 2009) Many big organizations prefer to have a
technical documentation section  inside, however many others prefer to  outsource their
technical documentation activities.
There have been many different researches around technical documentation from different
points of view.
Wingqvist et all (2011) have analyzed technical documentation from a quality point of view.
They have tried to define investigate different criteria for assuring technical documentation
quality. Papandreou and Adamapoulos(1998) have examined the influence of multimedia
communication system for technical documentation in a modern factory. Bartman(2012)
have investigated technical documentation from an economic point of view and have
conclude that it is always beneficial to document too much rather than comparatively too
little in a software project. However, no literature has been found in terms of business
modeling and business planning for technical documentation.

Figure 6
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4. Results
Four successful business process  management, it is required to analyze and evaluate the
current processes accurately. (Parka, Kimb, & Baea, 2009) Stockholmskonsulterna’s
business activities are made up of four different parts.

 Sales and marketing
 Human resource management
 Financial management
 Consultants

4.1. Sales and marketing
Currently, the marketing process has an organization to customer direction which means
Stockholmskonsulterna looks for potential customers in the market from different
sources like internet and professional connections. After finding potential customers, the
marketing team will try to establish a communication with these potential customers. One
main communication way can be mentioned as lunch meetings. It might take up to one
year to transform a potential customer to an active one.

This kind of communication is also used for sustaining relations with old customers. We can
get feedback of old projects or exchange information about current customer requirements.

4.2. Human resource management
Management team prefers to use informal connections and recommendations for
finding required human resource and new personnel rather than methods like advertising
for new positions in websites or recruitment companies.

Another HRM team focus  area is to make Stockholmskonsultena a  very attractive work
environment for current and future human resource. Apart from offering some life
supporting services for employees, Sthk offer support for short period education and
seminars. They are also continuously looking for new ways for making
Stockholmskonsulterna more attractive.
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4.3. Financial management
The financial issues regarding money transactions between customers and
Stockholmskonsulterna is done and recorded with the help of harvest system. Based on the
kind of service that Stockholmskonsulterna offers for the customer, there is a share for the
consultants which do services. This share is an amount between seventy to eighty percent.
The rest is used for constant costs related to sales and marketing processes or other costs
like the office rent.

The company also saves a credit amount for every consultant. This amount is used later for
the consultant’s salary in case there is lack of project for the consultant.

4.4. Consultants
These group and their activities are the main value producing activity in the organization.
Most of this group is experienced engineers whose expertise are very valuable and is
the competitive advantage for Stockholmskonsulterna.

4.5. Current value chain
The only value producing activity in organization is the consulting activity which causes profit
for the organization. Rests of activities are not value producing although they are
unavoidable. But improvements can be done in order to decrease their length.
The processes related to management team have been separated by the gray Dash-lines.
Three people are participating in the management activities (ERTMS business area manager,
Test and verification area manager and documentation area manager). John is mostly active
in sales process related to ERTMS and Andreas is active in sales process related to test and
verification services.
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4.6. HR Information
In order to have a clear view of the organization, interviews have been performed with most
of Stockholmskonsulterna’s employees. Information gathered in these meeting have two
parts. One part is related to their tasks and their ideas about the HRM activities in
Stockholmskonsuleterna. This part will be explained now. The other part is related to their
ideas about clients and desired marketing methods which will be discussed in the next
chapter.

4.6.1. Why current employees become interested at Stockholmskonsulterna in the first place
Based on the interviews, different employees had different reasons to choose
Stockholmskonsulterna, these reasons are mentioned in in table 1 followed by the percentage of
employees who had the reasons.

Reasons to choose Stockholmskonsulterna in the first place Percentage
Diversity in ideas and human resources 9%
Connections with the management team 27%
Flexibility and easy communication 18%
Commissioning style in Salary 45%
Internal activities 0%

Figure 7

Table 2. Reasons of employees to choose Stockholmskonsulterna
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4.6.2. Areas than can be improved from an HRMpoint of view
Most employees are satisfied about the HRM activities and their
relationship with organization. However, they think these activities can be
improved in the following areas:

Areas that can be improved from an HRM point of view Percentages
Business transparency and management teams communication with human resources 9%
More social professional activities (More internal activities) 27%
Organization structure 9%
Assigning small sized projects for consultants(6-12 month) 18%
Assigning projects which fits to employee’s career paths 36%

Table 2. Areas that can be improved in HRM based on employee’s ideas

4.7. Project history
This section has been deleted due to confidentiality issues.

4.8. Sizes of projects
This section has been deleted due to confidentiality issues.

4.9. Average rates for each area of expertise and different industries
This section has been deleted due to confidentiality issues.

4.10. Relation between sales efforts and price rate
In order to investigate possible relations between sales effort and price rate, sales effort
for each project had to be measured somehow. However, it is almost impossible and illogical
to measure exact amount of hours that the marketing team has put for every project so
three different effort level has been defined in order to make the job easier.

A: Easy sales efforts, it means marketing team has put very little time(in comparison to other
projects) for the sales process, in this case, customer has come to organization for the project
or Stockholmskonsulterna have taken the project from a frame agreement or middle
outsourcing companies.

B. Medium Sales efforts, the amount of time you have put for the sales process of these
projects are medium in comparison to other projects.

C: Hard sales effort, these projects are very hard to get, marketing team has put a lot of
meetings with the customer and had to have a lot of lunch meetings or normal meetings
in order to establish a profitable communication with them.
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The covariance between sales effort and rates for each project is positive. This means
that there is a higher rate for projects with big sales effort which is a logical conclusion.

4.7. Results regarding market analysis
This chapter will provide an overview of the information gathered from interviews with
actors that are active in the Sweden’s documentation market. Main information gathering
source is the interviews that are done by documentation experts of every company. As a
start, interview questions will be presented. Stakeholder answers to these questions will
be presented in the form of tables and later these answers will be analyzed. The final step
will be to analyze these answers. Based on these answer, a stakeholder classification will
be achieved and the final step would be to apply this classification to the focus area of the
SME case study (Stockholmskonsulterna). It must be mentioned that the research
literature on the business perspective of documentation is very law so little help could be
taken from the literature.

Information from market and experts will be classified in this part. Six interviews were conducted
during the thesis.

Figure 8: Section map
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4.7.1. Interview questions
Six main subjects were discussed during each interview.

A. Degree of automation of current documentation system
B. Main challenges with current documentation system
C. Traits of the ideal documentation system
D. Gaps between current documentation system and the system they wish to have
E. Models to communicate and exchange documents and information to suppliers and customers
F. General documentation system’s trend in industry

4.7.2. Answers and their analysis
The summary of the information below is followed in table 3.

A. Degree of automation: Four out of six companies were facing development projects in order to
improve degree of automation of their documentation systems. The development projects were
mostly focused on issues regarding more modularized documentation and interoperability issues.
Among the other two, one was satisfied with the degree of automation of their system and mostly
had the focus to increase usability of the documentation system by HR. And the other was working
to assure and increase quality of the documents.

B. Main challenges with the current documentation system: The most common challenge among
the interviewees (half of them) was to update and upload old documents into the new system. This
usually is an issue since some of the old documents are lost, some of them need update and some
of them are not required anymore. Among the rest, pursuing the employees to do their
documentation tasks on time, assuring documentation quality and increasing integration between
documentation systems of different parts of organization were other subjects of study.

C. Traits of the ideal documentation system: Different traits were named for an ideal
documentation system by the interviewees. Modularized and reusable, however reusability must
not be forced so much that could hurt the documentation quality. Document Interoperability
was another issue mentioned by one of the interviewees for an ideal system. Another vision which
was shared by an interviewee was to have a web based documentation system which would make
all the required documents for customers available in the website. Overall, the same visions were
shared with different companies. The interesting part was the fact that if the interviewer would
mention a trait that was suggested by the previous interviewee for an ideal system, the new
interviewee would confirm it as one of their desires for their own new system.

D. Gaps between current documentation system and the ideal documentation system: Currently,
different part of a document is not saved as an object but a main file. (In half of the documentation
systems) And in the other ones, the modularization process is not 100%. One gap is the lack of
object-based systems that can handle the modularization process. There is requirement for a tool
which can handle this task efficiently.

E. Models to communicate and exchange documents and information to suppliers and
customers: This was an issue which all the interviewees had problem and challenge with. One of
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them had the idea to think of a web based solution to communicate with customers but no
automated idea and effort existed to communicate with suppliers. Although five out of six of the
interviewees needed to spend a lot of time for information exchange (not only document
exchange) between their organization and suppliers. Serious problems and losses were even
experienced in two cases for lack of an efficient information exchange system.

F. General documentation system’s trend in industry: The answer of this question differed based
on the industry that the interviewee organization was active at. One case which was active at
Maintenance industry mentioned the trend for documentation system to go into areas which can
satisfy the requirements of newer maintenance methods. The three manufacturing organization
were mentioning higher modularization for documentation systems. And the other case mentioned
new management models that can develop higher quality for documents.

Focus of automation project  Modularization (66%)
 Quality assurance (17%)
 Increased reusability (17%)

Main challenges with the current system  Aggregating old document to new
documentation system (50%)

 Implementing documentation to HR work
procedure (17%)

 Documentation quality evaluation (17%)
 Integrating documentation systems of

different organization areas (17%)
Traits of the ideal documentation system  High modularization

 High reusability
 Documentation interoperability
 Web-based documentation delivery

system
Gaps between current system and the ideal
system

In stakeholders view (84%) tool development is
the key to reach objectives for the ideal
documentation system.

The issue for future Models for documentation exchange and
documentation system integration for suppliers
and customers

Trend in industry  Documentation development and
management for organization own need

 Documentation development for
customers

 Documentation development for
knowledge management

Table 3.
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4.7.3. Documentation stakeholder classification
Based on the results of the interviews and consults with experts, three main types of business
objectives of a documentation system were reached. Documentation stakeholders in a supply
network are classified as:

Documentation producers: Documentation producers are companies whose main focus and
requirement for documentation is for them to be suitable for customers. These types of companies
are usually the ones who attach a document with a product and documentation must be considered
as a profit center based on Hamilton’s discussion on documentation as profit or cost. The activities
that these companies require for documentation includes documentation writing and working on
systems that can increase efficiency and effectiveness of documentation writing and for that,
issues of modularization and reusability are required. They are concerned with increasing
documentation quality as a way of increasing product quality and value. For them, a good
document may be the different between a product that is successful in the market or not.

Documentation users: Documentation users are companies who are using some products for
reaching theirs objectives. When the number of used products is high, coordinating and managing
the received documents from product suppliers is a critical issue. These documents are required
to operate and maintain the products. Documentation users are the customers for documentation
producers. They may even set some standards for documentation system of their suppliers.
Required documentation related activities of this group are managing and coordinating documents,
testing received documents from suppliers to check their operability. Another requirement can be
mentioned as documentation quality test and aggregating of old documents with the new system.

Documentation for knowledge management: Aside from the above groups which are classified based
on the view of the organization from outside, this group views documentation as an internal activity
for internal purpose. In large knowledge based organization, there is always the requirement to
manage knowledge in order to prevent knowledge loss and increase innovation. Knowledge must
be saved in a way and a good internal documentation system can be the answer for that.
Developing internal communication system for organizations is one of the main objectives of this
group.

It must be mentioned that it may not be correct to try to tag organization fully in one of the
categories above. An organization can be partly a documentation producer and a user. For example
manufacturing companies produce products while using some machines that are bought from other
suppliers. They may even have different branches in different countries which increases the
requirement for knowledge management. But usually, one class takes a higher focus of the
organization.

This classification can help a documentation provider consulting company to approach the
customers with more tailored solutions based on their requirements.
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4.7.4. Applying stakeholder classification and other documentation market information
into railway industry as a service
The core business area of Stockholmskonsulterna is Railway. Most of the customers are at
railway industry. So this area is chosen in order to be deeper into this market based on the
market information which was mentioned before.
The privatization of railway industry in most European countries is increasing the
requirement for services. Public railway organizations have the tendency to transform into a
service buyer organization from service providers. UK can be mentioned as an example.
The former British rail was divided into 100 companies within a very complex structure,
separating the ownership of the track and signaling infrastructure, the trains and the
service. (Figure 9 & 10) (Macbeth & opacua, 2010)

Figure 9
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4.7.5. Current situation regarding in supply network of a railway in Sweden
In the current network, there are three types of stakeholders who directly communicate with
the train.

 Train manufacturers
 Heavy maintenance providers
 Train operators

Manufacturers produce and deliver the train to operators. (Operators are not necessarily the
owner of the train). Operators serve customers and maintenance providers maintain the
trains while operators are using them.
Based on the rules, operator or heavy maintenance operator must be assigned as ECM. ECM
is the responsible entity and stakeholder regarding safety of the train. Based on the rules,
there are different rules and standards that ECM must consider and use. One important
database is ‘’Fordons Systemet’’ that is being used in Sweden. This database is connected to
an information system which keeps track of destinations that every train has moved.
There also exist other stakeholders in the systems which are not directly connected to the
train. They are:

 Especial maintenance
 Equipment producers

They may or may not get information regarding performance of their products or serviced
from ECM.

Figure 10
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In the current system:
 Operators or ECM is responsible for getting and distributing information to other

stakeholders.
 Equipment producers and other stakeholders, who are not directly dealing with train

in use, cannot get information directly.
 There is no clear information flow in the system which makes demand management

very hard for early
 nodes in the network. Figure 3 is an example of the complicated supply network

for train manufacturing.
 Current information systems and procedure in the network, is an obstacle for

implementing new and modern maintenance methods and forces maintenance
providers to use traditional maintenance systems which are costly and not efficient.

Figure 11 summarizes current network for supplying the service for customers in railway
network.
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Figure 11
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It must also be mentioned that some parts of the model above can be analyzed deeper which
are not subject of interest at this step. However, an example will be presented for the train
manufacturers’ supply network part.

In order to adjust the classification from prior sections to the railway industry, dominant
document producer class will be differentiated from dominant document user class. Users
are shown by the color green in the network while producers have the color red.

Figure 12. Manufacturing supply networks(Esposito & Passaro, 2009)
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4.8. Competitor analysis
This chapter will present a list of competitors with a focus on their core business areas, main
industries they are involved with and the technics they use.  The main reference for this information
is the competitor’s public websites and brief meetings with them on documentation conferences.

Competitor introduction:

 Tikab: Teknikinformation i Krokom (TIKAB) produces and delivers complete technical
documentation, such as Operator´s Manuals, training materials, Workshop Manuals and
Illustrated Spare Parts Catalogues for the civilian and military market. TIKAB can also
supply content directly, for use in customers’ information systems, document
management systems and training administration systems. Their primary customers are
industrial manufacturers of technical products and systems. So it can be classified as a
company who works with documentation producers based on classification on the
previous chapter. Tikab has a number of 50 employees and is in the business since 1988.
The headquarters is in Krokom and there is regional offices in Sundsvall, Södertälje,
kristianstad, sollefteå and örnsköldsvik.

 Corena: Corena AB is a documentation company focusing on documentation management
issues like modularity and documentation adaptability. Corena has also documentation
software designed by itself. One of their competitive points are using S1000 standard
for information management. Corena is founded in 1991. Corena has offices in USA,
Canada, Chine, Sweden, Norway and Denmark.

 Syntell: Syntell AB offers a group of management support services in which information
management is also one of them. The information area they are active at is product
data strategies so Syntell can also be considered as company which works with document
producer class of three different classes of stakeholders. Syntell has offices in Sweden,
Germany and UK. Syntell also offers certificates and courses on management areas but not
documentation.

 Combitech: Combitech is a conultancy company offering engineering consultancy
services in general. They are mainly active in defense industry although they have
customers in different branches as well. They are not specialized in documentation and
information management but offer services in this field as well. They have around 1200
employees.

 Infotive: Infotive offers a group of consultancy services in which information
management is one of  them. They work on the areas related to documentation and
information analysis, Interactive visualization, animation and E-learning. Infotive is
established in 1998 with around 200 employes.
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 Zert: Zert AB provides solution for documentation challenges. Their services are not limited
to technical documentation solutions but they offer managerial services in general. They
claim to have tailored solutions for different type of documentation challenge. Their
documentation solutions are based on Content Lifecycle Management (CLM) methodology
and they have a base tool named Zert CLM. Although they claim to offer services for
different industries, most of their customers have an energy related background.

 Simonsoft: Simonsoft AB is a devoted documentation company which works in Sweden,
Finland and UK. They offer structured documentation, illustration/animation and
aftermarket solutions. Their animation system is linked with CAD system. They are a part
of PDS vision group which is a group of IT companies in different countries.

 Autotech: Autotech information AB provides services in three areas of product
information, Animation and learning material. They have six different offices in Sweden.
They have been in business since 1992.

 Stonebeach: Stonebeach AB offers information services based on Enterprise Content
Management (ECM) methodologies. They have been in business since 2004 and are
partners with Oracle and Adobe.

 Sematix: Semantix offers services in the area of writing and translating. They seem to focus
on this area and do not offer services in the area of information management and
documentation systems.

 Knowit: Knowit  AB  is  an  IT  systems  development  company  and  offers  system  solution.
Application Management, Business & IT Management,  Decision,  IT- &  Information
Security, System Development, Technology Management, Test & Quality Management are
a group of their services. They also develop documentation applications for their
customers.

 Sigma Kudos: Sigma kudos offers different documentation services starting from writing
information management systems and training information writers. They use doc factory
as their information management tool. They are one of the biggest competitors based on
their high specialization in documentation and their number of employees for this service.

 Excosoft: Excosoft AB offers information technology services and consulting. They have
developed a tool named Skribenta  for content management and modularization.  It can be
tailored based on customer requirements and is claimed to can give high degrees of
reusability and modularization. It has to be mentioned that Skribenta and Corena or two
dominant competitor tools.
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 TD rail & industry: TD railway is a consulting company offers services in Railway industry.
Services start from Rail Design, Rail infrastructure, Rail parts and information solutions.
Based on the market focus and specialization, TD rail is considered a very similar
competitor with Stockholmskonsulterna.

 Other: Aside from companies mentioned above who were mostly specialized
documentation companies, there are also general consulting companies who offer
documentation consults. These companies include Semcon, Epsilon, ÅF, Sweco and many
more.

4.7.7. Competitor classification
Competitors have been classified into four main areas, although some cases might also have
activities related to other classification, the main area of focus has been considered in this text.
The criteria for classification have been the type of consult and service that an SME offers related
to documentation and the market.

‘’Group A’’ as Technical writing consultants

These consultancies are the ones which are active within writing and translating the documents. They
do not focus on documentation systems or information management trends like modularity and
reusability.

‘’Group B’’ as Documentation application developers

This group is gathered from consulting companies which offer information management solutions
and develop IT based applications for this purpose. Each of the companies in this group has a tool
of their own and mostly compete based on their tools.

‘’Group C’’ as visualization/animation focused with E-learning objectives

This group uses more diverse methods of documentation including visualization and animation
which can also be connected to CAD systems.

‘’Group D’’ as Railway Related documentation

This group gathers competitors that offer documentation services tailored only for one industry which
is Railway. There is only one company present at this class based on the research in internet and that
is TD railway.
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Figure 13. Manufacturing supply networks(Esposito & Passaro, 2009)
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4.9. Results regarding operation strategy & plan
Before marketing and operation plan presentation, canvas tool will be used to model the current
system in order to have a better view of it. Based on the marketing analysis and competitor
assessment from previous chapters, the goals and strategies will be defined and a new future
business model will be presented with Canvas. Next step will be to design the operation and
marketing plan based on the future ideal canvas business model.

4.9.1. Current business model shown by Canvas Business model
Canvas business modeling tool has explained briefly in chapter one. Brainstorming session and
interviews with the case study’s management current team have performed to fill the Canvas. In the
current SME system, the documentation section is very small and it is assumed that the organization
is only made up of two sections (Test & Verification and ERTMS). The second Canvas model will only
present the documentation section of the organization and then synergies and unfitted blocks will be
discussed.

Figure 14.
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Figure 15. Canvas business model for organization without documentation department
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Figure 16. Canvas business model for organization’s documentation department
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A sustainable strategic decision requires trade-offs (Michel-E.Porter, 1996). This means the
current condition that two section of the case study (ERTMS & Test and verification)
serve only two industries while one section which supports a diverse group of industries
is not a strategically sustainable and cannot lead to success. Porter’s view is not fully
accepted and there exists other views on this subject which support the idea that operation
effectiveness and efficiency can make a company to have different marketing strategies in
different sections. (H.Hayes, 1985) However the author thinks the first opinion is more
practical in this case. And the customer segments that the three sections serves must
fit. This issue was discussed in management meetings and the first operation strategy
change resulting the thesis was to focus on the Railway segment for the documentation
section of the organization. This was reasoned based on the market condition and
competitor assessments.

4.9.2. Goals and objectives based on market direction and competitor assessment
There are trends in market for more digitalized communication and information
exchange while other documentation competitors are serving different industries and have
their own developed systems for this purpose. Stockholmskonsulterna has a good market
database and influence at railway section. After discussions, the goal at documentation
section was concluded as:

 To be the leading information management and documentation consultant at Railway
industry in Sweden

In order to reach this goal, following direction must be taken.

Partnership
Partnership with a group of competitors has to be established. The goal above puts
stockholmskonsulterna as direct competitor with competitors from group D. Partnerships
with other groups can be established but there is a priority at Group B. Group B belonged
to competitors which were experts at developing documentation systems.
Stockholmskonsulterna is rather young in this area and requires partnership to complete
itself for this area.

Other partnership establishments with service providers and equipment manufacturers at
railway industry are also required. As a start, a joint venture project will be introduced
and explained which can help the company reach this stage. This type of partnership will
increase company’s influence on railway market because of better influence at railway
stakeholders.
Objective A: Partnership with a general documentation system developer must be developed.

Objective B. Partnership with railway service providers has to be established.
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4.9.3. HR and recruitment
Current documentation HR must gain more knowledge with system developed by the
documentation system developer partner. New HR group for documentation must also have
knowledge on digitalized documentation system development and not only technical writing. Even
documentation system development must have a priority compared to writing. It must also be
mentioned that knowledge of XML or other programing language might not be necessary to work
with documentation system. So in case of partnership establishment, dominance of the specific
documentation tool can be enough.

Objective C: Courses for current documentation HR to learn the documentation system development
tool by partner company.

Objective D. The new HR at  documentation recruits must have  also  had a documentation system
development background in spite of the writing background.

4.9.4. Marketing and advertisement
New efforts have to put for newer marketing methods. The first step would be to improve the
Company website based on the market requirements and new messages for potential customers.

Buyers of engineering services look for three main criteria for choosing the service provider. (Day &
Barksdale, 2003)

1. The provider’s understanding of client needs and interests
2. The providers relationship and communication skills
3. The likelihood of the provider conforming to contractual and other requirements

The issues above have to be worked at the website improvement.

Objective E. Company website has to be improved based on points above and the changes in company
strategy on documentation.

Objective F. Brand awareness have to be made based on new ad word methods and other
advertisement in websites like Linkedin.

Figure 17
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4.9.5. Strategic project
A project which can establish the type of partnership and market awareness for
Stockholmskonsulterna has also been designed. The description will be followed. The objectives of
this project are:

Objective G. Better knowledge and influence about railway’s stakeholder information systems.

The following is a decription of that project.

Market needs
Railway industry is continuously taking more market shares from other transportation
industries including air and road transportation. This is a positive trend because of low
environmental impacts of this kind of transportation in comparison to other types. This
growth causes increased market demands for required infrastructure for railway both from
a physical aspect and information aspect.
At the same time, the privatization process in rail industry in Sweden is causing
appearance of new stakeholders and actors inside the supply network of rail industry.
This change and trend radicalizes the need for new communication and information
exchange methods between these stakeholders.
Such conditions have prepared a potential thirsty market for more efficient and effective
methods of information exchange between stakeholders.

The innovation
Stockholmskonsulterna has developed a new plan and map for information management
inside the supply network at railway industry. The first effect of the new plan is increased
efficiency and effectiveness for information flow inside system.
Aside from that, it can facilitate maintenance management for trains and can be a start for
implementing new maintenance methods (RCM) which require efficient information systems.
Performance evaluation of train equipment directly by their manufacturers, is another
consequence of the new system. This issue will cause improvement for new equipment
which has a direct effect on improved service for final customers. This can also cause
strengthening of domestic Swedish manufacturers which has a positive long term affect in
Swedish Export industry.

Market description

Rail transport in Sweden uses a network of 13000 km of track. There exist more than
ninety different railway lines in Sweden. Some of them are highly used. There are also many
construction projects for new lines. Number of railway operators (both passengers and
freight) in Sweden has been increased from 31 in 2004 to 46 in 2010. (Source: Statistiska
Central byrån)
More operator companies  and  more railways  mean more market share for maintenance
companies, equipment producers and more train manufacturers.
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From an information point of view, this kind of growth requires infrastructure construction
not only from a physical point of view but from an information point of view.
There exist good tools and system for information management inside organization
structure of every company including railway companies.
However, there is a lack of information management systems which can increase the
efficiency of communication between companies inside the network. Although there exists
databases and systems for tracking the trains on the lines, however they do not have any
participation for stakeholder communications.

Market segments and potential share

The main industry that this solution has been designed for is the Railway. At the moment, there
is no solution and technology in the market that functions and acts like the information center
for supply network which is presented at this plan.

It is expected that if the first prototype would perform as it is forecasted in theory, it will be applied to
network of current stakeholders and later, other companies in the network will be interested to
participate. So the market dominance of such solution is expected to be 100% since there is no rival
product that has the same function.

Customers and industrial stakeholders
Stockholmskonsulterna has discussed and involved different stakeholders from railway
sector during the development process. For developing the prototype information center,
one or more company from each stakeholder group will attend in the project and let the
project team use and study their systems.

Competition
There are many consulting companies in the market which serve customers and produce
solutions in the field of information management. Also one of them has a focus in Railway
industry, however all of these companies offer information solutions for inter-
organizational problems and challenges. This project does not have anything to do with
inter-organizational information challenges but information challenges within external
organizational communication. So from this perspective, there is no competition and the
solution is unique.
Currently, there exists one technology and system which keeps track of destination of
different trains which are derived inside Sweden. This system cannot mentioned as a
Competitor but a system which will cooperate with our information center since they have
different goals and reasons of existence.
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Business idea
The business idea is to develop and commercialize Stockholmskonsulterna’s Railway
information center concept. It is a new innovative proven information center solution,
which causes efficiency and effectiveness increase for stakeholders in the market in
short term. This mean better services and satisfaction for railway customers (The
travelers). It also helps to have stronger railway companies in Sweden which will lead to
stronger export industry in long term

From concept to product

The first development process which was verifying and validating the theoretic idea is
already implemented in a cooperation project between Stockholmskonsulterna and Royal
institute of technology. Another R&D phase is required in order to have a commercialized
solution ready to be implemented at large scope and network.

A. Developing and validating the idea

B. Developing a test prototype with participation of railway stakeholders

After this phase, a complete development project must execute in order to implement
the solution at complete scope covering full systems of stakeholders and participants. The
goal is to start full execution of the project in 2014 after successful performance of the test
information center.

Figure 18. Development phases until project commercialization
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Environmental benefits

There exists no direct effect of implementing this information solution on environmental
criteria. However increasing efficiency and effectiveness of information flow in a supply
network will decrease probability of train system breakdown, decrease maintenance tests
and accidents which are potential sources of unwanted transportation which is a source of
CO2 emission.
On the other hand, it is known that railway transportation is the environmental friendly
way of transportation which causes least amount of CO2 emissions in comparison to road
and air transportation for short and medium distances. A better information system in the
railway network causes higher customer satisfaction which will conclude to more market
shares for railway transport instead of road and air transport.

Risks
The major risk for failure is the fact that the test prototype information center would not
fulfill requirements. However, the theoretical models and workshops investigated with
cooperation of Royal Institute of Technology indicate that this will not be the case.
The other risk can be a financial crisis in the railway sector which may cause interest
loss of railway companies to this solution since it requires their investment. This risk has
been controlled by involving some stakeholders from initial phase which will guarantee
project execution in case of successful test result.

Proposed solution and the network improvement
The idea is to produce an information center which will change information flow in the
network. It causes network to reshape. The central information center will directly
communicate with the train. It will be managed and maintained so that different
stakeholders in the network can use their share of information from the trains.

The proposed network can be viewed in figure 11.
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Figure 19.
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Advantages of the new system after solution implementation
The new system improves efficiency and effectiveness in the following areas.

Efficiency improvement:

 Cheaper demand management

 Less maintenance cost due to less information distortion

 Information availability causes less efforts and costs for reaching required
information

 Burden of information distribution will be taken from operators and other nodes in
the network

Effectiveness improvement:

 Current  information  center  will  be  an  start  for  implementing  new  maintenance
systems(RCM)

 Manufacturers can easily evaluate performance of their trains directly

 Equipment producers and every entity can evaluate performance of their products or
service on the train if they participate in the venture.

Goals

Overall project goal is to develop portfolio of an information center that can gather
information from the train or the first entity which communicates with the train
automatically, manage and transform this information to the appropriate format and convey
it to stakeholder (project participants) systems considering requirements of every one of
them

Figure 20 .
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Objectives

 Connection of information center to trains

 Transform the right information to required formats and manage it

 Distribute the right information to different stakeholders automatically

Strategic relevance of the project

This project will give Stockholmskonsulterna access to railway sector stakeholder’s
information system. It will cause market awareness and will be a starting point to use
the established partnerships with documentation system developers. It will also focus
company’s documentation department on railway sector.
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4.9.6. Conclusion and recommendations
The conducted interviews joint by a study on literature led to findings which answer the research
questions in the following manner.

A. How can business model canvas help an organization to expand a new business area
aside former business areas and how can it help to find synergies with them?

The final experience of using business model canvas in an SME showed that most of the
benefits of this model and the inputs that it gives to decision making process happens during
the process of creating this model. Although the final output can be a good documentation
of the roadmap that the organization must follow, however the process of model creation is
where it will determine the real model implementation or lack of model usage during future
organization process.
From the other perspective of the question where it must discuss of the especial
characteristic that are related to implementing the model in an SME, it must be mentioned
that filling the blocks in Canvas for this case study was a chance for the strategic management
team to decide the answers for the question on the blocks. However in larger organizations
where strategic roadmaps are predefined, business model canvas can only help to gather all
strategic information of the company in one page in a nice format.
Based on this experience, using canvas model as an initial management tool in the beginning
of establishing a SME is highly recommended although using it in later stages can be useful
too.
As a suggestion for future research, it can be interesting to compare success rate and
affectivity of business model canvas in cases where it has been applied in the initial stages of
company establishment versus cases where it has been applied later like the studied case in
this research.

B. What problems and challenges were faced during implementation of strategic
management tools in this case study SME?

Using different strategic management tools always required answers to some questions
which can function as an input to the model. It is usually assumed that the answers for these
questions exist in a company and the responsible person for the tool, has to collect those
answers as an input for the model.
However using those tools in this case were equal to answering those organization route
defining questions. And this would make it more complicated.
The other challenges which were faced during this case study was the lack of an organization
inside company which could guarantee the implementation of the tools. This can be a
problem in most SMEs due to lack of an independent strategic group because of the low
number of employees. For example, in larger organizations, there exists a strategic
management unit in which their only concern and responsibility is to ensure implementation
of those strategic decision and this is not possible in most SMEs especially in initial years of
their establishment.
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